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Abstract

The new semi-active variable stiffness tuned mass damper (SAIVS-TMD) system, developed by the authors, is capable of cont
varying its stiffness and retuning itsfrequency in real time. The tuned mass damper (TMD) system can only be tuned to a fixed frequ
which is the first mode frequency of the building. The SAIVS-TMD system is robust to changes in building stiffness and damping.

The short time Fourier transform (STFT) is the most widely used method for studying non-stationary signals. The basic idea of sh
Fourier transform is to break up the signal into small time segments and Fourier analyze each time segment to ascertain the frequencies
exist in it. For each different time a different spectrum is obtained and the totality of these spectra is the time–frequency distribution. T
new idea proposed in this study is to use STFT to identify the dominant frequency of response, and track its variation as a function o
retune the SAIVS-TMD.

The effectiveness of a SAIVS-TMD controlled by the new STFT algorithm for response reduction of a wind excited tall build
investigated in this study. An analytical model of the tall building with time varying stiffness of SAIVS-TMD is developed. The frequ
tuning of the SAIVS-TMD is achieved by a new time frequency algorithm based on STFT. It is shown that the SAIVS-TMD can redu
structural response, when compared to the uncontrolled case and the case with TMD. SAIVS-TMD is particularly effective in redu
response when the building stiffness changes; the TMD loses its effectiveness under building stiffness variations. The response reduct
due to an active tuned mass damper can also be achieved by SAIVS-TMD—with an order of magnitude less power consumption—
STFT algorithm.
© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The variation in stiffness or damping of the system is us
to control the response in semi-active control systems
compared to direct application of control force in fully active
systems. Variable stiffness and damping systems have
investigated by several researchers [5,8,10,11,13,18–20,
26]. A new semi-active continuously and independen
variable stiffness (SAIVS) device has been developed b
Nagarajaiah [14]. Effectiveness of tuned mass dampe
(TMD) [4] and multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMD
[7] has been studied widely. TMD are very sensitiv
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 713 3486207; fax: +1 713 3485268.
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to tuning frequency ratio, even when optimally designe
[4,23]. Such a limitation of the TMD can be overcome
by a MTMD [7] with the natural frequencies of a large
number of small TMD’s distributed around the fundamenta
natural frequency of the structure. Several researchers h
studied active tuned mass dampers (ATMD) [2,17] and
active mass dampers (AMD) [9,17]. ATMD and AMD’s
have been implemented in several real buildings [9,16,17,
19]. An extensive survey of semi-active tuned vibration
absorbers has been presented by Sun et al. [21]. Semi-active
TMD for structural control has been proposed by Hrovat e
al., Abe and Igusa and Yalla et al. [6,1,24].

Semi-active variable stiffness tuned mass damp
(SAIVS-TMD) has been developed by Nagarajaiah and

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/engstruct
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Fig. 1. SAIVS-TMD at the roof level and details of the SAIVS device.
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Varadarajan [15,22]. The SAIVS-TMD has a single mass
with variable stiffness spring. The system has the distin
advantage of continuously retuning its frequency in real tim
thus making it robust to changes in building stiffness a
damping. In contrast the passive TMD can only be tuned
a fixedfrequency. In addition, SAIVS-TMD will behave as a
failsafe TMD system; hence, SAIVS-TMD is reliable. It is to
be noted that MTMD can overcome some of the limitation
of a TMD; however, MTMD cannot be retuned in real time
thus is not adaptable, and spaceconstraints can limit the
location of a large number of TMD’s.

The effectiveness of the new SAIVS-TMD controlled b
the new STFT algorithm for vibration control of a wind
excited tall building is evaluated in this study. Frequenc
tuning of the SAIVS-TMD is achieved by a new time
frequency control algorithm based on STFT. Compariso
with a TMD and an ATMD are presented. The effectivene
of SAIVS-TMD with STFT controller in reducing the
response, particularly with building stiffness changes,
shown bynumerical simulations.

2. Semi-active variable stiffness TMD (SAIVS-TMD)

A new and innovative semi-active variable stiffness
(SAIVS) device which can change its stiffness continuous
between maximum and minimum stiffness has be
developed by Nagarajaiah [14]. As shown in Fig. 1 the
SAIVS device consists of four spring elements arranged in
plane rhombus configuration with pivot joints at the vertice
A linear electromechanical actuator reconfigures the aspec
ratio of the rhombus configuration of the SAIVS device
The aspect ratio changes between the fully closed (fi
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diagonal between joint 1 and 2 being nearly zero) and op
configurations (second diagonal between joint 3 and 4 be
nearly zero) producing maximum and minimum stiffnes
respectively. STFT control algorithm and controller ar
used to regulate the electromechanical actuator. The powe
required to change the aspect ratio of the device is nomin
The variable stiffness of the SAIVS device can be describ
by the following equation

K (t) = ke cos2(θ(t)) (1)

whereK (t) is the time varying stiffness of the device, an
ke is the constant spring stiffness of each spring eleme
θ(t) is the time varying angle of the spring elements with th
horizontal in any position of the device as shown inFig. 1.
The SAIVS device has maximum stiffness in its fully close
position (θ(t) = 0) and minimum stiffness(θ(t) ∼ π

2 )

in its fully open position. The devicecan be positioned in
any configuration between closed and open positions; th
the device is capable of varying the stiffness continuousl
between the maximum and minimum. The SAIVS device
has been tested and shown to be effective by Nagaraja
and Mate [12]. The SAIVS-TMD has been developed
by Nagarajaiah and Varadarajan [15]. The SAIVS-TMD
consists of a SAIVS device attached to a mass damper
shown inFig. 1. In this paper control of SAIVS-TMD using
a new STFT algorithm is investigated.

3. Short time Fourier transform algorithm

STFT is a widely used method for studying non-
stationary signals [3] as it gives good time–frequency
distribution for many signals. To know what frequencie
exist at a particular time, consider a small segment of th
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signal around that time, and Fourier analyze it neglecti
the rest of thesignal. Break up the signal into several suc
segments. Fourier analyse each time segment to ascer
the frequencies that exist in that segment. For each differ
time a different spectrum is obtained. The totality of thes
spectra indicates how the spectrum is varying in time and
gives the time frequency distribution. Since the time segme
or interval is short compared to the whole signal the proce
is called short time Fourier transform. The time segme
is obtained by multiplying the signalS(τ ) by a window
function, h(τ ), centered around the time of interestτ − t
to obtain the weighted signal.

st (τ ) = s(τ )h(τ − t). (2)

The running time isτ and the fixed time ist . The window
function is chosen to leave the signal more or less unalte
around the time,t , but to suppress the signal for times distan
from the time of interest. Since the window emphasizes t
signal around time,t , the Fourier spectrum will emphasize
the frequencies at that time. In particular the spectrum is

St (ω)= 1√
2π

∫
e−jωτ st (τ )dτ

= 1√
2π

∫
e−jωτ s(τ )h(τ − t)dτ (3)

which is the short time Fourier transform. The energy
density of the modified signal (at the fixed timet is)

P(t, ω) =|St (ω)|2 = |sω(t)|2

=
∣∣∣∣ 1√

2π

∫
e−jωτ s(τ )h(τ − t)dτ

∣∣∣∣
2

. (4)

A different spectrum is obtained for each different tim
and the totality of these spectra gives the time–frequen
distribution.

The instantaneous frequency at timet , is given by

〈ω〉t = 1

|s(t)|2
∫

ω|St (ω)|2dω. (5)

The implementation procedure for the STFT in the discre
domain is carried out by extracting time windows of th
original non-stationary signals. After zero padding and
convolving the signal with Hamming window, the DFT is
computed for each windowed signal to obtain STFT,S,
of signal s. The dominant frequency is obtained from the
corresponding Fourier coefficient. If the window width i
n.�t (wheren is the number of points in the window, and
�t is the sampling rate of the signal), thei th element inS is
the Fourier coefficient that corresponds to the frequency

ωi = i
2π

n.�t
(for window width n.�t). (6)

4. STFT control algorithm

The stiffness of the SAIVS device is varied continuous
based on the STFT control algorithm to tune the SAIVS
TMD. The current dominant frequency of response
in
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Fig. 2. STFT control algorithm.

identified based on the STFT (Eqs. (2)–(6)) algorithm shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. The top floor displacement is the only
feedback used in the STFT algorithm. The frequency o
the SAIVS-TMD is tuned to the dominant frequency at
which the structure is responding to maximize the respons
reduction. In developing the algorithm the building stiffness
uncertainty is assumed to be±15%. (Any reasonable
percentage uncertainty can be assumed in general.)

The STFT control algorithm developed, shown inFigs. 2
and3, is as follows:

(1) A moving window ofn time steps of signal, is convolved
with Hanning window, h, to determine the dominant
frequency in the energy spectrum of the top floor
displacement at each time step.

(2) STFT is performed on the moving window and the
dominant frequency,f i

d , is identified from the spectrum
and compared with fundamental mode frequency in
−15% stiffnessuncertainty, f−15, and in+15% stiffness
uncertainty, f+15.

(3) If f i
d lies in the range f−15 < f i

d < f+15 then the
average frequency,f i

avg, is calculated from the average

of f k
d overm time steps, elsef i−1

avg of the previous time
step is retained as the average for the current time step

(4) If f i
d < 0.95 f i

avg (or 0.95 f i−1
avg ) the SAIVS-TMD

frequency is tuned to be equal to 0.95 f i
avg (or 0.95 f i−1

avg ).

(5) If f i
d > 1.05 f i

avg (or 1.05 f i−1
avg ) the SAIVS-TMD

frequency is tuned to be equal to 1.05 f i
avg (or

1.05. f i−1
avg ).

(6) If 1.05 f i
avg > f i

d > 0.95 f i
avg the SAIVS-TMD is tuned

to be equal to f i
d .

The reason for choosing 0.95 f i
avg and 1.05 f i

avg is because
the SAIVS-TMD has the maximum effectiveness in this
frequency range, which will be explained further by means
of a numerical example. In summary the STFT algorithm
identifies the dominant frequency of response, and it
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Fig. 3. SAIVS-TMD frequency selection based on STFT algorithm.
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variation as a function of time, to retune the SAIVS-TMD
in real time.

5. Numerical example

The wind excited tall building by Yang et al. [25,27] is
considered as the numerical example. The structural mo
developed by Yang et al. [25] is that of a 76-story slender
building, as shown inFig. 1, with a single TMD installed
above the top floor. The total mass of the building
153,000 metric tons. The 76 story building was model
by Yang et al. [25,27] as a vertical cantilever beam, with
76 translational and 76 rotational degrees of freedom (DO
The 76 rotational DOF were removed by static condensati
retaining the 76 translational DOF. The computed first fi
natural frequencies of the primary system were 0.16, 0.7
1.992, 3.790, and 6.395 Hz; the damping ratio of the
proportionally damped modes being 1%. The TMD with a
inertial mass of 500 tons (0.327% of the total mass of t
building) was chosen. Yang et al. [25] chose the undamped
natural frequency of the TMD to be 0.16 Hz and a high
than optimal damping ratio of 20% to allow for a bigge
strokefor the ATMD. A reduced order model with 23 DOF
was chosen to minimize the computational effort; with TMD
the model involved 24 DOF.

Wind tunnel tests for a 1:400 scale rigid model of th
76 story building were conducted at Sydney Universit
For further details about the wind tunnel tests and win
excitation the reader is referred to Yang et al. [25]. The
across wind data from the tests are used in the analyt
study. Although the wind tunnel data was generated for o
hour, a duration of 900 s is used to reduce the computatio
effort, and such a duration should be sufficient to establ
el

.
,

,

l

l

the stationarity properties. The wind forces are lumped at the
24 DOF of the reduced order model.

The analytical model is developed with a linear time
invariant primary system and time variant SAIVS-TMD
system. The SAIVS-TMD with a mass of 500 tons, similar to
the TMD and ATMD, is considered. In order to evaluate th
robustness of the controller, the uncertainty in the building
stiffness of±15% is considered. The building fundamenta
frequency is f+15 = 0.172 Hz in the +15% case and
f−15 = 0.148 Hz in the −15% case. The frequency of
the SAIVS-TMD can vary betweenf−15 to f+15. For the
STFT algorithmn = 2048 andm = 200 are chosen. The
damping ratio of the SAIVS-TMD is chosen to be 7%. The
first 48 complex modes are used in the model. The sta
space model of the system is as follows:

Ẋ(t) = A(t)X(t) + Ew(t) (7)

y(t) = CX(t) + ν(t) (8)

with X = (x, ẋ), wherex includes the displacements at
the reduced order 23 DOF, andxm , the TMD displacement,
all with respect to the ground,y(t) is the 76th floor
displacement.w is the excitation andν is the measured
noise.

Non-dimensional performance criteria specified [25,27]
for comparisons and evaluation of response are as follow
The first criterion is based on the ability to reduce the roo
mean square (RMS) absolute acceleration:

J1 = max(σẍ1, σẍ30, σẍ50, σẍ55, σẍ60, σẍ65, σẍ70, σẍ75)/σẍ75o (9)

whereσẍi is the RMS acceleration of thei th floor, andσẍ75o

is the RMS acceleration of the 75th floor for the uncontrolle
case. In the performance criterionJ1, accelerations only up
to the 75th floor are considered based on occupant comfo
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Fig. 4. Top floor displacement frequency response curves for cases with−15%, 0%, 15% stiffness uncertainty and the fixed case.
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The second criterion is the average reduction of accelera
for selected floors above the 49th floor

J2 = 1

6

∑
i=50,55,60,65,70,75

σẍi /σẍio (10)

in which σẍio is the RMS acceleration of thei th floor
without control. The third and fourth evaluation criteri
are the ability of the controllers to reduce the top flo
displacements. The normalized form of the two criteria
as follows:

J3 = σx76/σx76o (11)

J4 = 1

7

∑
i=50,55,60,65,70,75,76

σxi/σxio (12)

where σxi and σxio are the RMS displacements of th
i th floor with and without control, respectively, andσx76

and σx76o are the RMS displacement of the 76th floo
with and without control, respectively. The control effo
requirements are evaluated in terms of the followin
nondimensional actuator stroke and average power (actu
velocity):

J5 = σxm

σx76o

(13)

J6 = σẋm

σẋ76o

(14)

whereσẋm is the RMS actuator velocity (relative velocity
between the SAIVS-TMD or ATMD and the top floor) an
σẋ76o is the RMS velocity of the 76th floor in the uncontrolle
case. For criteriaJ7 throughJ10 for peak responses, the RMS
response,σ , in criterion J1 to J6 is replaced by the peak
n

or

response,x p. In addition

J11 = xpm

x p76o

(15)

J12 = Pmax = max
t

|ẋm(t)u(t)| (16)

(J12 = ẋpm/ẋ p76o for semi-active devices) represent the
peak actuator stroke and peak control power, respective
For each performance criteria values of less than on
mean reductions in response in the case with control wh
compared to the uncontrolled case. For further details
these criteria, the reader is referred to Yang et al. [25,27].

6. Results

The fixed (no TMD) case, TMD case, and SAIVS-TMD
case normalized top floor displacement frequency respon
curves (normalized with respect to static displacemen
considering only the first mode and 1% modal damping, fo
the cases with 0% and±15% stiffness uncertainty are shown
in Fig. 4. For the wind response computations all mode
are considered. The first mode frequency of the prima
structure is 0.16, 0.148, and 0.172 Hz for the case wit
0% and±15% stiffness uncertainty, respectively. For 0%
damping in the TMD case, the two resonant peaks occ
at frequencies∼0.155 and∼0.165 Hz. As the damping in
the TMD case increases to 7%and 20% a single resonant
peak occurs at frequency∼0.16 Hz as shown inFig. 4;
the corresponding resonant peaks occur at∼0.148 and
∼0.172 Hz in−15% and+15% stiffness uncertainty case,
respectively. The TMD is optimally tuned at 0.16 Hz for
0% stiffness uncertainty and maintained at originally tune
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Fig. 5. 75th floor response for TMD, ATMD and SAIVS-TMD case.
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0.16 Hz for ±15% stiffness uncertainty. In contrast, th
SAIVS-TMD is retuned in the frequency range 0.148 to
0.172 Hz. The reason for choosing 0.95 f i

avg and 1.05 f i
avg

in the STFT algorithm is because SAIVS-TMD has the
maximum effectiveness in this frequency range. This
evident in the 0% stiffness uncertainty case inFig. 4wherein
the SAIVS-TMD reduces the response, as compared to
TMD and fixed case, between 0.155 Hz(0.95 × 0.16 Hz)
and 0.165 Hz(1.05× 0.16 Hz).

The response reduction, in the case of TMD and SAIV
TMD with 7% damping, is nearly 57% as compared to t
fixed case. InFig. 4, both TMD and SAIVS-TMD, in the
case with 7% damping and 0% stiffness uncertainty,
equally effective in reducing the response; however, this
not so in the TMD case for±15% stiffness uncertainty, the
SAIVS-TMD proves to be much more effective in reducing
the response, because of retuning of SAIVS-TMD indicating
its robustness capability.

Comparisons between the displacement and acceleratio
responses of TMD, ATMD and SAIVS-TMD to wind
excitation for 0% uncertainty are shown inFig. 5. The
responses of the TMD computed and presented in this st
are identical to that of Yang et al. [25]. The ATMD is
controlled by a LQG controller developed by Yang et al. [25]
and the results presented are from this study. The respo
of the SAIVS-TMD and ATMD are comparable and are les
than the response of the TMD.

The STFT spectrogram and the 76th floor respon
are shown inFigs. 6 and 7. It is evident from Figs. 6
and 7 that the STFT algorithm identifies the domina
frequency of response. The frequency variation of SAIV
TMD is overlaid on the spectrogram inFig. 7 to indicate its
y

es

correlation with the dominant frequency identified by STF
algorithm.

The force–displacement response of the TMD spring a
SAIVS device of the SAIVS-TMD are shown inFig. 8.
The stiffness variation, evident inFig. 8, in the case of
SAIVS-TMD, tunes the frequency continuously to achiev
maximum reduction in response, whereas, the stiffness
the TMD remains fixed.

The 75th floor acceleration power spectral density fo
TMD, SAIVS-TMD, and ATMD are shown inFig. 9; it
is clearly evident that SAIVS-TMD reduces the respons
further to TMD. Also, inFig. 9, the SAIVS-TMD reduces
the response in the first mode and, reduces the response
the higher modes also.

Detailed peak and RMS responses are presented
Tables 1through5. Table 1compares the peak displacemen
and acceleration responses of the uncontrolled structu
the structure with TMD, the structure with SAIVS-TMD,
and the structure with ATMD, in the case with 0%
stiffness uncertainty. The TMD reduces the 76th floor
displacement and acceleration response by nearly 2
and 35% respectively, when compared to theuncontrolled
case. From Table 1 it is evident that the SAIVS-TMD
reduces the peak displacement and acceleration respo
of the 76th floor by nearly 30% and 55%, respectivel
when compared to the uncontrolled case; correspondi
reductions in the case of ATMD are nearly 30% and 50%
respectively. Further reduction in the case of SAIVS-TMD
when compared to the TMD case, is 9% response reduct
in displacement and 31% response reduction in acceleration;
the corresponding reductions in the case of ATMD ar
9% and 23%. Hence, it is evident that SAIVS-TMD is a
effective as ATMD in reducing the response. SAIVS-TMD
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Fig. 6. Spectrogram of 76th floor displacement.
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Fig. 7. Time–frequency distribution overlaid with frequency variation of
SAIVS-TMD, varying between 0.155 and 0.165 Hz.

is more effective than the TMD—even though the TMD i
tuned in the case with 0% stiffness uncertainty—because i
continuously retunes the frequency effectively.

In Table 2, the RMS displacement and acceleratio
responses are compared for the same cases. The reduc
in the 76th floor displacement and acceleration RM
response are nearly 40% to 50%, in the case of SAIV
TMD, when compared to the uncontrolled or fixed cas
similar reductions are observed in the case of ATMD also
In the case of SAIVS-TMD the 76th floor displacement an
acceleration responses are further reduced from the TM
case by 12% and 21%, respectively.

The performance criteriaJ1 through J12 for SAIVS-
TMD and ATMD cases for stiffness uncertainty,�K = 0%,
ns

and±15%, are presented inTable 3. Similar performances
in the SAIVS-TMD and ATMD cases are evident in
Table 3. Nearly 40% to 55% reduction occurs in the RMS
acceleration criteria,J1 and J2, peak acceleration criteria,
J7 and J8. The reduction in the RMS displacement criteria
J3 andJ4, peak displacement criteria,J9 andJ10 variesfrom
16% to 49%. The performance in the case of SAIVS-TM
is nearly the same as the ATMD. However, the importa
difference, in the case of SAIVS-TMD, isJ6—the average
power consumption—is significantly smaller, andJ12—the
peak power consumption—is an order of magnitude smal
when compared to the ATMD.Fully active systems need
substantial powersince they apply active forces on to the
TMD. However, the SAIVS-TMD achieves the respons
reduction by continuously varying the stiffness and retuni
the frequency and not by application of active forces, thu
the semi-active case needs nominal power. Also, in the ev
of power failure SAIVS-TMD can readily act as a TMD.

The peak displacement and acceleration responses
uncontrolled, TMD, ATMD, and SAIVS-TMD cases for
stiffness uncertainty of+15% are presented inTable 4.
The TMD reduces the 76th floor displacement an
acceleration response by nearly 21% and 22%, respectiv
when compared to the uncontrolled or fixed case; the
corresponding reductions in the case of SAIVS-TM
and ATMD are nearly 22% and 27% respectively. Th
displacement and acceleration response of the ATMD a
SAIVS-TMD cases are within a few percent of eac
other and are equally effective in reducing the respon
as compared to the uncontrolled or fixed case. It shou
be kept in mind that SAIVS-TMD power requirements ar
substantially lower than those of the ATMD.
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.
Fig. 8. Force–displacement behavior: (a) TMD spring; (b) SAIVS-TMD variable stiffness spring
Table 1
Comparison of peak response for 0% uncertainty in stiffness

Floor Uncontrolled TMD ATMDa SAIVS-TMD
no. xpio ẍpio xpi ẍ pi xpi ẍpio xpi ẍpio

(cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2)

1 0.05 0.22 0.04 0.21 0.04 0.23 0.04 0.27
30 6.84 7.14 5.60 4.68 5.14 3.37 5.09 3.56
50 16.59 14.96 13.34 9.28 12.22 6.73 12.10 7.38
55 19.41 17.48 15.54 10.74 14.22 8.05 14.09 8.01
60 22.34 19.95 17.80 12.69 16.27 8.93 16.13 9.08
65 25.35 22.58 20.10 14.72 18.36 10.05 18.20 10.40
70 28.41 26.04 22.43 16.77 20.48 10.67 20.30 11.50
75 31.59 30.33 24.84 19.79 22.67 11.56 22.48 13.74
76 32.30 31.17 25.38 20.52 23.15 15.89 22.96 14.15
Md – – 42.36 46.18 74.27 72.74 69.62 70.97

a The response of ATMD from [25].

Table 2
Comparison of RMS response for 0% uncertainty in stiffness

Floor Uncontrolled TMD ATMDa SAIVS-TMD
no. σpio σ̈pio σpi σ̈pi σpi σ̈pio σpi σ̈pio

(cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2)

1 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.06
30 2.15 2.02 1.48 1.23 1.26 0.89 1.30 0.99
50 5.22 4.78 3.57 2.80 3.04 2.03 3.13 2.20
55 6.11 5.59 4.17 3.26 3.55 2.41 3.66 2.56
60 7.02 6.42 4.79 3.72 4.08 2.81 4.21 2.93
65 7.97 7.31 5.43 4.25 4.62 3.16 4.77 3.35
70 8.92 8.18 6.08 4.76 5.17 3.38 5.33 3.75
75 9.92 9.14 6.75 5.38 5.74 3.34 5.92 4.27
76 10.14 9.35 6.90 5.48 5.86 4.70 6.05 4.35
Md – – 12.76 13.86 23.03 22.40 22.32 22.76

a The response of ATMD from [25].
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Table 3
Comparison of performance criteria

RMS responses SAIVS-TMD (ATMD LQG controller)a Peak responses SAIVS-TMD (ATMD LQG controller)a

Criteria �K = 0% �K = 15% �K = −15% Criteria �K = 0% �K = 15% �K = −15%

J1 0.467 0.459 0.498 J7 0.453 0.498 0.566
(0.369) (0.365) (0.387) (0.381) (0.411) (0.488)

J2 0.460 0.446 0.498 J8 0.460 0.472 0.571
(0.417) (0.409) (0.438) (0.432) (0.443) (0.539)

J3 0.597 0.506 0.741 J9 0.711 0.615 0.840
(0.578) (0.487) (0.711) (0.717) (0.607) (0.770)

J4 0.598 0.508 0.743 J10 0.719 0.620 0.848
(0.580) (0.489) (0.712) (0.725) (0.614) (0.779)

J5 2.201 1.767 2.462 J11 2.156 1.795 2.610
(2.271) (1.812) (2.709) (2.300) (1.852) (2.836)

J6 2.378 2.054 2.486 J12 2.256 2.082 2.654
(11.99) (8.463) (16.61) (71.87) (52.68) (118.33)

a The response of ATMD from [25].

Table 4
Comparison of peak response for+15% uncertainty in stiffness

Floor Uncontrolled TMD ATMDa SAIVS-TMD
no. xpio ẍpio xpi ẍ pi xpi ẍpio xpi ẍpio

(cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2)

1 0.04 0.22 0.03 0.22 0.03 0.23 0.035 0.30
30 5.52 4.78 4.40 4.38 4.35 3.36 4.39 3.97
50 13.37 11.28 10.65 8.16 10.35 6.63 10.43 7.10
55 15.63 12.85 12.43 9.67 12.04 8.00 12.14 8.06
60 17.94 14.91 14.27 11.18 13.78 9.13 13.89 9.03
65 20.32 16.87 16.15 12.79 15.55 10.09 15.68 10.31
70 22.72 18.98 18.05 14.57 17.34 11.58 17.49 12.65
75 25.20 21.75 20.01 16.86 19.19 12.46 19.44 15.11
76 25.76 21.60 20.45 16.84 19.60 15.86 19.87 15.55
Md – – 32.61 35.73 59.83 60.87 57.99 59.23

a The response of ATMD from [25].

Table 5
Comparison of peak response for−15% uncertainty in stiffness

Floor Uncontrolled TMD ATMDa SAIVS-TMD
no. xpio ẍpio xpi ẍ pi xpi ẍpio xpi ẍpio

(cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2) (cm) (cm/s2)

1 0.06 0.22 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.22 0.047 0.31
30 7.69 6.01 7.91 5.08 5.54 3.64 6.00 4.11
50 18.34 12.83 16.92 10.93 13.12 7.87 14.25 8.47
55 21.37 14.41 19.72 12.26 15.27 9.90 16.60 10.12
60 24.49 15.97 22.59 13.63 17.47 11.13 19.01 11.22
65 27.68 17.40 25.53 15.39 19.72 12.63 21.48 13.03
70 30.90 19.86 28.50 17.95 21.99 14.01 23.98 14.92
75 34.24 23.09 31.58 21.08 24.34 14.80 26.56 17.16
76 34.99 22.80 32.27 20.73 24.87 18.76 27.14 17.16
Md – – 44.93 48.65 91.60 79.06 84.29 85.88

a The response of ATMD from [25].
fo
e

The peak displacement and acceleration responses
uncontrolled, TMD, ATMD, and SAIVS-TMD cases for
rstiffness uncertainty values of−15% are presented in
Table 5. The displacement and acceleration response for th
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Fig. 9. Power spectral distribution of 75th story acceleration.

case of TMD is within 10% of the uncontrolled case and
clearly the effectiveness of the TMD is diminished since
it is mistuned. However, the SAIVS-TMD is still effective
as it can retune and reduce the response by nearly 20
to 25% when compared to theuncontrolled case, and by
15% when compared to the TMD case. The responses
the SAIVS-TMD and the ATMD are within a few percent
of each other; it should be kept in mind that SAIVS-TMD
power requirements are substantially lower than those of th
ATMD. Hence, the SAIVS-TMD is effective in all cases, i.e.,
0% and±15% stiffness uncertainty, similar to an ATMD.

7. Conclusions

Semi-active variable stiffness TMD for wind response
control of tall buildings has been studied analytically using
the developed STFT algorithm. The STFT algorithm is
effective in retuning the stiffness of SAIVS-TMD and in
reducing the response to wind excitation. The SAIVS-TMD
is robust and effective in reducing the response of ta
structures, particularly in cases with stiffness uncertainty o
±15% or more. The TMD loses its effectiveness with±15%
stiffness variation. The performance of the SAIVS-TMD
with STFT algorithm is similar to that of an ATMD, but with
an order of magnitude less power consumption. SAIVS
TMD is specially suited for cases where the buildings exhib
nonlinearity resulting in amplitude dependence of natura
frequencies. If the amplitudedependency of the natural
frequency is known from vibration records of the buildings
under various levels of wind excitation, then the stiffnes
adjustments can be performedoff-line, in which case, real
time instantaneous frequency tracking would not be needed
the SAIVS-TMD would essentially be an adjustable passiv
TMD. This study also shows that algorithms based o
time–frequency methods, such as STFT hold significan
promise for identification and control of variable stiffness
systems.
f
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